Mask Fan

Clean Cool Air Through Your Mask

Charging Your Mask Fan:

How To Use:

Easily attaches to almost any face mask and provides
refreshing ventilated air.

Lift the protective silicone cover on the mask fan Type-C charging port.
Plug the included charging cable into the mask fan and then connect to
a power source. When charging the LED indicator will be solid RED.
When fully charged the LED indicator light will be off.
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Use the DivinAir Mask or any other facial mask that
will fit with the mask fan. Remove the magnetic mask
fan cover ring and place it in the inside of your facial
mask (either left or right side). Place the main mask
fan outside of the facial mask over the magnetic fan
cover ring to clamp between the facial mask fabric.
They should magnetically snap to place.
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Long press the power button for 1 second to turn on
the fan. With each short press, the fan will change
speeds from low, medium to high. Short press will
cycle the fan speed and long press for 1 second to
turn off the fan. The mask fan will have a memory of
the fan speed when turned off. When you turn it back
on it will remember the last fan speed you used.

Please Note Before Use:
While the mask fan will attach to most facial masks, it
may not fit with preformed masks with a fixed shape.
Please test on your mask before use.

What’s Included:

Instruction Manual

Type-C
charging port

Connect to
power source

• Mask Fan
• Replaceable Nano Silver Coated Filter
(Pre-installed in mask fan)
• Type-C to Type-C Charging Cable
• Retainer Strap
• Instruction Manual
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Type-C charging
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When the fan is turned on, the BLUE LED indicator will be on. The fan
can be turned on while charging.
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When the battery is running low, the blue LED light will be blinking.
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Before the battery is completely depleted, the blue LED light will flash
5 times to remind the user to recharge.

Replacing The Filter:
1

Power off the mask fan and make sure the
fan blade is not moving. Orient the mask
fan with the intake filter grill facing upward.
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Turn the intake filter grill counterclockwise
to loosen, there should be 3 protruding
gripping points to ease with the turning.
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Remove intake filter grill to expose the
Nano-Silver filter inside.
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Replace the old Nano-silver filter with the
new one. Handle the filter with care to
avoid crushing and/or damaging the
coating.

Light indicator
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With the new filter installed evenly, insert
the filter intake grill by turning clockwise to
lock it in place.
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Installing Retainer Strap:

Warning:

For added security, you can attach the included
retainer strap between your mask fan and the ear
loop of your facial mask. This will help prevent your
mask fan from falling if the mask fan comes loose.
1. Take the included retainer strap and hook the
closed loop into the mask fan.
2. Use the plastic C clip part to hook onto your
facial mask ear loop strap.

• Do not turn on the fan without the intake filter grill.
• Do not put appendages into the fan assembly whether on or off.

Type C Charging Port
Battery Capacity
Charge Time
Run Time
Weight

Please visit https://support.buydivinAir.com/ or scan the
QR code (to the right) for any urgent inquiries!
Closed loop

Specifications:
Nano silver
coated filter

Customer Support:

5V 450mA
3.7V / 450mAh (1.665Wh)
1.5 hours
Approximately Hi = 2.3 Hr, Med = 3 Hr, Lo = 3.6 Hr
1.2 oz / 33g
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The device complies with the European Directives 2014/30/EU.
At the end of its service life, this product may not be disposed of in the normal household waste, but rather
must be disposed of at a collection point for recycling electrical and electronic devices. The materials are
recyclable according to their labelling. You make an important contribution to protecting administration where
the appropriate disposal facility is located.
Subject to change.
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